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We discussed India's 1.4B people earlier this week, but China also has 1.4B ppl

Why?

Is it a coincidence these 2 population giants are neighbors?

Why do most of its 1.4B ppl live east of the red line?

It's also due to an accident:
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Let's zoom in

94% of Chinese live east of the Hu Line!

• In the North China Plain, the red area in the northeast

• The Sichuan Basin, that red circle in the middle

• Small dots along the coast

• The regions between these 3

Why?



Let's look at China's topography. Does something pop out?

Ppl are where it's flat

Flat➡■+ppl

Mountains➡■-ppl

Why?

Because of food.



Fertile soil = ■=■■■■■

The more fertile, the more food, the more ppl.

So why are these areas so fertile?



Plants grow with 3 ingredients:

1. Water

2. Heat

3. Fertile soil

To have so many ppl, you need all 3 to be perfect. So how does China have these perfect conditions?

1st, water:

These are the main rivers of China.

The Yangtze and Yellow rivers are the longest in Asia, and Yangtze's discharge is only 2nd to the Ganges'

Both of them reach the sea through the North China Plain.

The Yangtze also serves the Sichuan Basin.

That makes them hyper fertile!



Such huge rivers on flat plains frequently flooded, bringing their sediments (=fertile soils) to the region.



Another benefit of flat plains: ppl can +easily build canals for trade & irrigation. The Chinese have been building them for

thousands of years!

The Chinese Grand Canal connects the Yellow & Yangtze rivers and was started over 2500y ago!

The result is that the North China Plain and the Sichuan basin have flat, well irrigated, well fertilized land—and wherever it's

slightly hilly, it has been terraced



The Pearl River delta serves Hong Kong, Macao, Shenzhen and Ghuangzhou, which together have a bigger population than

Germany

And where do these 3 rivers start? In Tibet and the other mountain ranges caused by the collision between the

Indo-Australian and Eurasian plates!



As we saw in the thread about India, these mountain ranges catch all the rains coming from the monsoon, which become

rivers like the Ganges, but also like the Yellow, Yangtze, and Pearl rivers!

https://t.co/fsqPp6O64a

The mountains.

Wind comes from the ocean full of water

It hits the Himalayas

Climbs up

Gets colder

The water condensates and rains down pic.twitter.com/f06c0MHSjc

— Tomas Pueyo (@tomaspueyo) February 7, 2023

But most of the water they catch is not from the Indian monsoon... It's from the Chinese monsoon!

This map shows rains in China. You can see the Hu Line ~between green and yellow!

Why is this the extent that rains reach?
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Because the moist wind comes from the Pacific & South China Sea, and travels towards Eurasia until it's stopped by

mountains.



This is the same process as in India. In summer:

• The hot ocean air fills with moisture

• But land air heats faster, so it goes up

• The vacuum is filled with sea air

• Which empties its water on the land

• And mountains condense all remaining water from the wind



But the South China Sea and Pacific are farther north than the Indian ocean. How come that air is still warm enough for a

monsoon? Because warm sea water comes from the warmer south!



And why is that? Because of the rotation of the Earth, causing the winds and ocean gyres



OK so now we know why China is:

■■Hot: It's reasonably south + bathed by warm waters thanks to the Earth's rotation

■■Humid: Monsoons come from the warm sea, rain on the east until they reach the mountains, and drop the rest of water,

which becomes rivers

■Fertile soil: The rivers bring sediments and water, good for irrigation

■Flat, which helps for dropping sediments, easier irrigation, and easier farming

But why is it so flat?

Part of it is rains and rivers carving the soil and dropping sediments for millions of years.

But part of it is... Tectonic plates!

The Pacific Plate is going below the Eurasian Plate, and as it does, it flattens the surface!

Summary

■rotates➡■Hot sea & coast

■Hot Eurasian Plate vs Pacific Plate➡■Monsoon➡■■■

+Flat

■Eurasian Plate hits Indo-Australian plate➡■Mountains➡■stop water➡■rivers

Rivers➡■flat regions+sediments+irrigation

Flat➡■irrigation+farming

➡■Heat+■■+flat+rivers+sediments➡■■➡■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Back to the top Qs: 

• It's not a coincidence that India and China both have 1.4B ppl. The same mechanics are at play! Land-sea temperature 

difference and tectonic plates hitting Eurasia



• Most ppl live east of the Hu Line because of flatness, rain & rivers

I hope you enjoyed this! If you did, follow me for more. I write one of these every week or so. And sign up for the newsletter

to not miss any article. It's free!

https://t.co/ky2JevTvio

1st map from @undertheraedar

Go check his maps, they're insane

https://t.co/wJw3ophJ6w

and, finally, here's a population density render of the entire world - zoom in, or open the image in another tab/window

to see the fine detail here - it comes out quite well even at this scale

(this escalated slowly, but I got there in the end\U0001f30d) pic.twitter.com/VlJOF7mVpR

— Alasdair Rae (@undertheraedar) May 5, 2020

If you want more details on this, go read my deep dive on China

https://t.co/oZvFqPGck5

You might also like this thread about France:

https://t.co/8GogVT3CtT

France is weird:

Why is it the biggest sea country worldwide?

Why was it the most powerful?

Why not anymore, even in Europe?

Why the only EU country that belongs to both north & south?

Why did it form so early, >1000 years ago?

It all starts here: pic.twitter.com/h2BcO8snT5

— Tomas Pueyo (@tomaspueyo) June 2, 2022
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